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As businesses and organizations increasingly rely on cloud
technology, Copier Fax Business Technologies is proud to provide
the Cloud Enabled bizhub i-Series to meet their ever evolving
needs. Experience the solution that embraces the changing
workplace dynamics.

Our next-generation multifunctional printers (MFPs) redefine their
role in the business environment. They bring people, places and
devices together with seamless connectivity and enable dynamic
and efficient workflow. By improving communication, boosting
productivity, and streamlining processes, our MFPs empower
smarter business operations. 

The Cloud Enabled bizhub i-SERIES is a range of A3 Color and
Monochrome MFPs that offer simplicity, security, and intelligence.
These devices are designed for the user, prioritizing intuitive
operation and eliminating waiting time. With integrated cloud
services that offer the right processes at the right time, the bizhub
i-Series provides a reliable and safe environment for your business.

EMBRACE THE FUTURE
WITH THE NEW CLOUD
ENABLED BIZHUB I-SERIES
Meeting the Needs of an Evolving Workplace
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ARE YOU GREEN?  

Scan the QR code to sign up for
our Clean Planet Program, or
visit CopierFaxBT.com/Green!

tel:+15855636757


Transform your workflows with the Cloud Enabled bizhub i-Series.
Seamlessly integrate with the cloud for increased productivity. Safeguard
customer data, maximize revenue, and gain a competitive edge with our
professional implementation and comprehensive multifunctional printers.
Take control of your operations, stop virus threats, and achieve remarkable
performance. Experience smarter, efficient business operations with the
power of the Cloud Enabled bizhub i-Series.
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CONNECTING TOMORROW'S OFFICE TODAY WITH:

The intelligently simple i-Series features a large touchscreen panel, a
smartphone-style interface, and customizable display options. Users can
personalize functions to match their work style, streamlining office routines
and boosting team productivity.

Intelligent Similicity

...CONTINUED

The next-gen bizhub i-Series ensures GDPR and ISO 15408 compliance for
top-notch security. Tailored bizhub SECURE services and optional
Bitdefender® software protect your data and offer peace of mind.

Next-Generation Security

Enhanced Efficiency and Productivity 
The i-Series ensures maximum productivity with its fast quad-core CPU,
user-friendly interface, and intelligent features. Optional enhancements
further streamline tasks. Boost efficiency, save time, and achieve seamless
workflow with the i-Series.

ScanTrip Cloud
ScanTrip Cloud simplifies document capture and routing, supporting email
and cloud storage. Its intuitive interface and popular connectors simplify
operations, enhancing convenience and efficiency. 

MarketPlace Cloud App
The accompanying MarketPlace app facilitates work, saves time, and boosts
productivity. Customize your device, enhance efficiency, streamline
routines, and foster team productivity. 

tel:+15855636757


ALICE Receptionist
ALICE Receptionist is a cutting-edge virtual visitor management
system that revolutionizes visitor interactions. Using live video
technology, ALICE directly connects guests with employees,
providing a seamless and personalized experience. ALICE offers
flexibility with operator modes, enhancing customer service and
ensuring a consistent and professional first impression. ALICE
optimizes security by notifying designated operators regardless of
their location. With its innovative features, businesses can better
facilitate visitors, save resources, and leave a lasting positive impact.

Teem
Teem is a versatile app that goes beyond conference room digital
signage, transforming how staff use office spaces. The app allows
users to find available rooms, book spaces, and improve
collaboration. Teem also provides valuable insights into meeting and
space utilization patterns, helping institutions make informed
decisions about resource allocation and cost optimization. With user-
friendly features and robust security measures, Teem is the secret
weapon for creating a more effective and efficient work environment.
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THE EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Technology has come a long way, and the rapid advancements we witness
today are transforming the world as we know it. Artificial intelligence (AI) is at
the forefront of this evolution, revolutionizing industries and reshaping the
workplace. CFBT has been a pioneer in utilizing innovative devices such as the
Receptionist for iPad, ALICE Receptionist, and Teem. These devices not only
streamline operations but also empower workers to focus on more important
tasks, such as customer service, by automating mundane processes.

How CFBT Uses AI to Stay Ahead

Receptionist for iPad
This versatile visitor management system is designed to simplify
check-ins, track visitors, and enhance workplace safety. It offers
efficient visitor management, digital visitor tracking, real-time
notifications, delivery processing, and photo capture with document
storage. Fully customizable and user-friendly, it helps companies
create a great first impression, improve visitor management, and
adapt to the demands of the Workplace of the Future.

CFBT embraces cutting-edge technology not to replace employees but to empower the workforce and
elevate customer service. Stay at the forefront of the technology curve by harnessing AI's power to
boost productivity and enhance operations. This proactive method enables CFBT to deliver exceptional
customer experiences while fostering an efficient and successful business environment.
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REVOLUTIONIZING FIRE PREVENTION AND EARLY RESPONSE
FORXAI Safety Solution for Smoke Detection is an innovative product that
swiftly detects early fire signs. AI-powered for quick detection, increased
productivity, and peace of mind. FORXAI Imaging AI enables contactless
and efficient operations for ensuring greater safety and assurance.

Four tickets to a Buffalo Bisons Home
game of your choice*
$100 Visa Gift Card
Two CFBT New Era Baseball Caps

PRIZE PACK INCLUDES:

                                                                     * pending availability

MEET SCOTT RENTZ, DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS SPECIALIST
CFBT is delighted to announce hiring Scott Rentz as a Document Solutions
Specialist. With a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology from the
University of Buffalo and experience as the Head Distiller and a sales
representative at a local vodka distillery, Scott brings a diverse skill set to his
new role. He is excited about the opportunity to delve into the technology
industry and expand his knowledge in this field.

Outside work, Scott enjoys golfing during warmer seasons and skiing when the
weather turns cold. Being a North Buffalo native and resident, he is a
passionate fan of the Buffalo Bills and the Buffalo Sabres.

Scott is eager to apply his strengths and contribute to the productivity of
CFBT while ensuring that clients receive the best service possible. We
welcome Scott to the team and wish him great success in his new position as
a Document Solutions Specialist at Copier Fax Business Technologies.

Scott Renz, Document Solutions Specialist

Early Fire Detection
Quick Response
Easy Integration
Increased Safety and Reliability
Labor-Saving and Contactless Operations

Benefits of FORXAI Safety Solution
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